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Reference Guide (QRG) 

Vital Signs Documentation and Deteriorating Patient Alert via 

Interactive View 

This guide will enable the clinician to document vital signs into the patient’s EMR from Interactive 

View and details the steps to action any Deteriorating Patient Alert that might be triggered 

 
1. Navigate Vital Signs in Quick View or 

Systems Assessment. 

 

OR 

 

2. Enter in results 

 

3. Click the green tick to save. 

4. Normal Vital Signs appear in black when 
signed. Abnormal Vital Signs display in 
various colours determined by the 
acceptable ranges determined for the 
patient. Arrows pointing upwards and 
downwards also display to display the 
trend in vital sign values. 

They are as follows: 

Values Below the Acceptable Ranges 

display in Blue. 

Values within the Clinical Review criteria 

display in Orange. 

Values within the MET Criteria display in 

Red. 
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5. When vital sign values fall outside the 
acceptable ranges for the patient, a 
warning window pops up.  Select Yes.  

 

6. Sign and Refresh . 

7. If a particular clinical parameter triggered 
the MET Call, the nurse may choose to 
flag the documentation with a comment.  

8. Right click the cell with the abnormal 
result and select ‘Flag with Comment.’ 

 

 

9. Free text a brief comment regarding the 
result and click OK. 

 

10. A blue triangle   will now 
appear next to the commented result 
commented.  

 

11. Hover over the triangle to review the 
comment. 

 

 

12. Once data is entered in Vital Signs in 
Interactive View, you can navigate to the 
Observation Chart in the menu to display 
a trend. 

13. Hover over the observation will display 
any comment made. 

 

14. Critical care areas will have device 
association, and observations once 
validated by the nurse, will populate the 
EMR.  

15. Nursing student documentation in 
Interactive View will need to be verified by 
a registered nurse. 

 

Discern Notifications 

A Discern Notification will display for any vital 

sign entered that falls outside the accepted 

parameters for the patient. 

1. A Discern Notification displays to prompt 
the clinician to ‘Navigate to the 
Observation Chart and follow the 
escalation Protocol’. 
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2. The Observation Chart will display either a 
Red or Yellow Alert and prompt the action 
to be undertaken. 

 

 

The Alert can be suspended by selecting 
Immediately (re-displays after a refresh), 
After 15 minutes, or After 30 minutes, until 
vital signs are within the acceptable range 
(or unless altered MET/Calling Criteria are 
documented by the medical team).  

 

3. The Discern Notification can be removed 
from YOUR view by selecting the close 

red X in the top right-hand corner 
of the notification.  This action will still 
leave the Discern Notification viewable by 
other clinicians. 

 

4. Selecting the alternate red X icon within 
the Discern Notification will delete the alert 
for all clinicians. 

   

 

5. If the Discern Notification is out of view, 
click on the exclamation mark icon in the 
taskbar at the bottom of the screen. 

 

Note: Discern Notifications for a decline 

in AVPU Score will only launch once 

unless you document that the patient’s 

conscious state has declined even further 

OR has returned to normal limits then 

declined again.  

 

Note: All other Discern Notifications will 

trigger if observations are recorded 

outside of normal Range.  

 

 


